A Mini Notebook Gift idea

Directions:
Dimensions: The cover is C.S (any color will do-I used Midnight Muse) and
cut the at 6-3/16” wide and 8 1/2” long. Score the 6-3/16 side at 3” and
again at 3-1/16”. The layers on top of the front are 2-3/4” wide and 3-1/2”
long. Then I added a longer piece of designer paper to slightly overlap
2-3/4” wide and 5” long. This gives a bit of thin edge all the way around.
The inside notepad was 8” X 5”. I had a local office supply store cut them in
1/2 for me.
Now that all of your pieces are cut, scored, and have super sticky tape
placed where available, you are ready to put your notebook together.
All you need to do to complete your pieces is:
1. Open your scored Colored card stock.
2. Take your Note pad, turn it around and begin to peel off the pink layer of
the tape. Gently separate the strip. The pink layer is Garbage.
3. Now place the pad onto the right side of your colored Card stock. Glue
the small strip of Designer Series Paper onto the top of your notepad.
4. Now decorate the lid of your Notepad folder. Just add a bit of glue or
tape to your decorated Designer Series paper. Place on the lower half of
the Colored card stock. There will be a little bit of a thin line of the base
color card stock showing all around.
5. Place the Vanilla/White card stock (depending on what you have) on the
upper part of the colored card stock. Decorate with stamps. Clean
stamps in between colored ink pads with Baby wipes.
6. Place a strip of Ribbon in between the two papers. Add a line of Glue or
tape, then add your ribbon. With Scissors, “Fork” the end.
ENJOY!
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See “fork” in ribbon.

I hope you enjoyed the idea I shared with you. I just ask that you please
share me and my site with others. If you use this idea in your own blog,
Please pin back the original info to me. Thanks and Enjoy.
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